

**Issue #3** Special Combine Issue #1 - M-H combine history - Wallis experimental combine - Massey Ferguson hillside combines - MF 300 combine - the first M-H combine to shell corn - the Evolution of Harvesting Grain - Dorothea Paul's Harvest Brigade print - the Sunshine Harvester Company, Hugh V. McKay - Australian Harvesters - Dave Helman’s Harvesting Memories - Carol Bitton "Combine Girl" - Chuck Oberlander drives his M-H 30 across the Midwest to the Great Planting - Ferguson tractor mounted combine - Dick Lefever writes—a tenant farmer’s son remembers grain harvesting in PA.

**Issue #4** Massey Ferguson Black Combine - Wallis tractors on the Great Plains - California Wallis Cub restoration - the complete history of Wallis tractors plus the Wallis tractor registry - Dealer Spotlight–Schmidt Machine Company - MF Executive garden tractors complete history and serial numbers - Algoma Wisconsin built MF garden tractors - Dura Corp. built MF garden tractors - a look back at the first year of Legacy Quarterly.

**Issue #5** David Turner’s Working for Massey-Harris in the 1930’s - Special Ski Whiz Feature: restoring a Ski Whiz 350 SS - complete listing of Ski Whiz models and serial numbers - Tom Jansen’s M-H stationary engine collection - The history of stationary engines by Richard Backus editor of Farm Collector Magazine - M-H stationary engines with complete model and serial number list - Herman Klemm designs the Ferguson T0-35 - interview with Marvin Anson–Massey Ferguson field engineer - Tom Brunner’s M-H scratch built toy collection.

**Issue #6** Dick Lefever’s ”A Tractor Named Levi”–story of a M-H 101 restoration - John Brown’s small Massey collection - National Farm Machinery Show 2011 - Green & Gray prototype Ferguson 40 - F-40–The Last Ferguson tractor - Ferguson F-40 Gets a Rebuild - History of the Ferguson F-40 tractor - Interview with MF Training Center’s, Bob Case plus the MF Fairland Training Farm Part I - Dealer Spotlight–Merz family dealership - an Ohio company sells Australian built Sunshine combines.


(over)

**Issue #10** A Massey Ferguson ATV - rebuilding a New York MF 65 - a custom built, 4-wheel drive MF 10 garden tractor - Massey Memorabilia collections from around the world - Gene Kruse’s homebuilt and designed Ferguson 4 WD - George Smyth’s Massey-Harris collection - Bernie Jansen's M-H #8 horse drawn manure spreader - David Turner’s “Another Seasons Promise”, combine memories (story) - Ski Whiz Formula II and 500 SST Special with serial numbers and chart - Purc McMaster’s radio controlled Ferguson T0-35.

**Issue #11** Special Combine Issue #2 - M-H Scottish built 735 combine restored - Combine Built to Last–the Bacon family remembers their M-H 21 combine - MF TX 800 and TX 900 combines, an article by retired MF combine engineer Bob Dougherty - Featured Massey combine collection of Garry & Gloria Grycki - Tom Carroll's Massey-Harris 20 SP combine - Massey combines around the world - Cutting Wheat in Kansas–Charlie Kline’s Clipper combine at work - Gary Napiwocki’s 1947 M-H binder - testing combines in the former Soviet Union by Leeroy Gordon.


**Issue #14** Kurt Kelsey’s M-H Challenger - Heritage Hill working Massey farm - Harry Ferguson tractor Part III - Henry Ford builds the Ferguson tractor - meeting Harry Ferguson’s grandson Jamie Sheldon - Feature: the Massey Ferguson 4000 series tractors, including production & serial numbers plus the original concept drawings - MF 4880 tractor working in Washington state - the McConnell built Massey Ferguson 5200 tractors - New York Massey collector’s family dairy.


* These issues are out of print and now available on CD.

Issue #19  **Special feature**: Massey-Harris WWII tank production in Racine, WI by John Farnworth - Massey Ferguson combines in China - Iowa Massey Collectors visit AGCO’s Intivity Center - MF scratch built toy combines - the rebuilding of a M-H Pony - Garry Wilson’s half scale Massey-Harris models.


Issue #21  Massey Ferguson Introduces the Rugged New Breed / Part I, the 50th anniversary of the MF 100 Series tractors - The Oliver Built MF 98 - John Chambers, Harry Ferguson’s right hand man and chief engineer, part I - Andy & Tom Blume restore an MF 98 - Massey-Harris combine of Michael O’Brien - Rocky Mountain Massey Ferguson 98.

Issue #22  Okanagan Valley Massey's, a winter visit to British Columbia and the collection of Doug Carlaw - Massey Ferguson Introduces the Rugged New Breed, Part II, Mexico City Launch - John Chambers and Harry Ferguson, Part II - Buckeye Innovators, the collection and history of the Daren Meyer’s family - the family farming photos of the David Hartman family - restoring a Massey Ferguson 180 tractor - great RFD letters to the editor.

Issue #23  **Special Combine Issue #3** Feature article on Ben Grant, combine pioneer for Massey-Harris and Massey Ferguson - On the Road with Hammontown custom harvesting traveling city - Massey Ferguson 8XP combine - For Amber Waves of Grain, a young man joins a custom harvesting crew and travels the Great Plains - Vintage UK Massey combines - Dan Palso’s toy Massey combine collection - Jeff Zillinger’s family Massey history - more great RFD letters to the editor.

Issue #24  Legacy interview with Len Holo who restored a M-H 21-A combine and retraced the route of the World War II Harvest Brigade - Pictorial of Ferguson T0-35’s at the 1955 Ohio State Fair - François Latour gets into the Guinness record book with the most threshing machines operating at one time - A prototype Ferguson F-40 LPG tractor - “Working Tractors” pictorial #3 - Chasing down a MF Sweet Corn Harvester, interview with Jim Alexander - Massey toy collector Gary Starks - Massey-Harris Christmas card from 1934 - 8 pages of letters.

Issue #25  Complete rebuilding of a M-H 44 Orchard tractor owned by Chris Kessel - The John Bush Massey Collection of Massey-Harris and Massey Ferguson tractors - Fred Heidt's General Purpose tractor - New Jersey hay farmer, Tim Bourgeois - the Gorzany family restores a Massey-Harris 33 - a tour of the Massey Ferguson Thomasville, Georgia experimental farm - young Laci Marstellar shows off her Pony tractor.

Issue #26  Part 1 or the special two part feature on the Massey-Harris Pony tractor, everything from advertising to Ponys at Work - the General Tractor, made by Cleveland Tractor Company and sold by Massey-Harris - The Ferguson 35 Special and how it differed from 35 Deluxe - Canadian writer Phil McNichol introduces readers to “Mr. Massey” - Tractor Therapy, how restoring an old Ferguson tractor helped a family to heal - the Brawn Family's Ferguson dealership - and of course, Ponys at Work. (over)
Issue #27  Part 2 of the special two part feature on the Massey-Harris Pony tractor, including complete list of implements, serial numbers and Pony tractors that were built in France - the Art of Massey-Harris features paintings and special advertising that was used by the company, includes works by Terence Cuneo and William Medcalf - field testing the M-H #1 baler with unpublished photos - family letter from Wyoming’s Big Horn Basin - Massey Ferguson 1100 tractor, Serial #3 - Phil Schilling’s Iowa Massey Memories - MF 760 combines from New Zealand - more working Pony tractors.

Issue #28  Rebuilding a Massey Ferguson 14 Lawn and Garden tractor by Dean Barnes - a new World’s threshing record is set in Manitoba - history of the Ferguson FE-35 and Massey Ferguson 35X - meet collector Joseph Thiel and family - part 2 of Massey Memorabilia, amazing collections of everything Massey and Ferguson - The Year in Review, the Massey-Harris Company in the year 1949 - the annual October feature of Working Tractors - Québec reader Albert Bergeron shares his tractor collection - Photos from the National Massey Show at Madison, South Dakota - Massey-Harris Christmas card from 1931.

Issue #29  Part one of a two part series on the Massey Ferguson 2000 Series tractors - Introduction to the Walter Wood Company later purchased by Massey-Harris - 5 Extended Letters from Legacy readers - Massey-Harris Model 20 tractor gets a rebuild - Update of the only model MF 4904 ever built - Jerry Miller’s rare and original Bain farm wagon - rare Massey-Harris 101 orchard tractor - Walter Massey, written by David Turner, tells about a lesser known side of the Massey family - 10 pages of letters and photos from readers.


Issue #31  History of the Verity Plow Company w/ information from great-great-great grandson Bill Verity - Massey Ferguson Crawlers built in Italy and used throughout Europe by John Farnworth - Lloyd Fraase’s Harvesting Day gathering - Ernie Smith recounts his career as a trucker hauling Massey prototype combines - MF 860 combines and fanning mill modification - extended letters about restoring a Pony tractor - Allen Heston collection and career with Massey Ferguson - Neil Hoff’s Ferguson collection, Fred Potter’s memories of his father’s Massey dealership and MF 65 Diesel Special - ten pages of letters to the editor.

Issue #32  Feature articles on the history of plowing and the role of Massey-Harris - Ohio’s “Little Switzerland” making cheese and using Massey Ferguson tractors - Frank Perkins and the history of the Perkins Diesel Engine - Harold Lang’s career with Massey Ferguson - German collector Hermann Noerr and his wife from Wisconsin show their large collection of everything Massey - a MF 165 tractor that was made in Mexico - British built Massey Ferguson 165 tractors sold in U.S. dealerships - The annual historic Christmas card, this time a Massey Ferguson card from 1978 - eight pages of letters and comments from readers.

Order your 2018 Legacy Quarterly thirteen month calendar. Available October 23rd. They make a great Christmas present for that Massey collector on you list. They are $12 in the US and $15 in Canada. Special pricing on eight or more to the same address. All prices include postage and handling.